How to Allow SPO Access for Submission to NSF in FastLane
Step #1: Go to https://www.fastlane.nsf.gov/. Below is an image of the homepage.

Step #2: Next, click “Proposals, Awards and Status.”
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Step #3: Use the “PI/Co-PI Log In” box to enter PI credentials to access workspace.

Step #4: Once logged in, click “Proposal Functions.”
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Step #5: Then, click “Proposal Preparation.”

Step #6: Next, click “Prepare Proposal.”
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Step #7: Once here, select the proposal you are wanting to allow SPO Access for.

Step #8: Next, click “Allow SPO Access.”

Step #9: If there are errors with the proposal, they will appear here in a detailed list. If this is the case, the next step is to
return back to the proposal and correct the errors listed. If there are no errors, the page will appear as it does below.
Click “Proceed.”
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Step #10: The last option says “Allow AOR to view, edit and submit”. If one wants solely to allow view or edit
access, click the corresponding “Go” button for the preferred function. For submission purposes, click “Allow
AOR to view, edit and submit.”

Step #11: Here there is a list of DSP contacts that are able to view, edit and submit the proposal to NSF. Ensure that the
DSP contact listed in the UFIRST proposal is also listed on this page. If they are not listed, contact the coordinating
Research Administrator and DSP contact. Once the correct DSP Contact is identified on the list, click “OK.”
The AOR now has complete access to proposal 9027555
Your proposal is not submitted until your AOR submits the proposal to NSF. Once the proposal is submitted, you will be
sent an e-mail with the official NSF proposal number. You can then use FastLane to check the status of the proposal.
Once the proposal is submitted, the proposal will no longer appear on the Proposal Actions screen when you log into
Proposal Preparation to prepare a proposal. The submitted proposal will show up in your list of Submitted Proposals.

Email(s) has been sent to the following individuals, notifying them of proposal access.
Stephanie Gray
Lisa Stroud
Amber Hardie
Robin Barber
Ronald Lester

***Once all steps are completed, the proposal has been released to DSP for final review and submission to NSF. If a
Research Administrator is working with the PI in FastLane, the Research Administrator will no longer be able to
view and edit the proposal. However, the PI will still have edit access even after granting access to DSP.***
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